Recruiters everywhere are always looking for talent at the college level to fill in internship and entry level roles. Since not all employers have the resources to actively visit schools searching for talent, universities have provided career sites that enable employers to post jobs along with contact info, so that students can apply. The problem with these career sites (including FIU SCIS CareerPath) are:

- Employers are not able to virtually interview a student
- Employers are not able to look at student profiles, proactively searching for talent in their own time
- Students do not get notified of new job postings

**Requirements**

Employers are not able to look at student

**Implementation**

Object Design

```
public function skillrating(FK_jobs $job) {
    $student = 1;
    $students = array_slice($students, 0, $size + 1);
    usort($students, function($a, $b) { return $a - $b; });
    if (isset($students[$size])) { $students[$size + 1] = $this->skillrating_skillid($jobid); }
    if (isset($students[$size + 1])) { $students[$size + 1] = $this->skillrating_skillid($jobid); }
    if (isset($students[$size + 1])) { $students[$size + 1] = $this->skillrating_skillid($jobid); }
    if (isset($students[$size + 1])) { $students[$size + 1] = $this->skillrating_skillid($jobid); }
    if (isset($students[$size + 1])) { $students[$size + 1] = $this->skillrating_skillid($jobid); }
    return $students[
```

**System Design**
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**Screenshots**

**Summary**

Virtual Job Fair provides a way for employers to connect with FIU students from the comfort of their office. Recruitment will not have to be limited to on campus visits and in person interviews. Virtual Job Fair provides the opportunity to find the right candidate all through the web. With features like the virtual interview, employers can find out if an FIU student is the right person for the job.

Virtual Job Fair also includes the necessities of a job site. It allows employers to post jobs and allows students to apply to jobs. It also provides unique features such as the student job match, which gives employers an inside look at who is fit for their job posting, even before any applications are made. Such features allow recruiters to take an active approach in getting a student on their team, instead of waiting and hoping an individual will apply.

The above page is produced after posting a job to give employers a list of qualified students for their new posting.
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